We present a hybrid heuristic algorithm, clusterAOI, that generates a more interesting generalised table than obtained via attribute-oriented induction (AOI). AOI tends to overgeneralise as it uses a fixed global static threshold to cluster and generalize attributes irrespective of their features, and does not evaluate intermediate interestingness. In contrast, clusterAOI uses attribute features to dynamically recalculate new attribute thresholds and applies heuristics to evaluate cluster quality and intermediate interestingness. Experimental results show improved interestingness, better output pattern distribution and expressiveness, and improved runtime.
As an example we apply AOI and clusterAOI to a breast cancer dataset [19] (Table 1) . We calculate KL for divergence and cluster quality (CQ). clusterAOI gave 0% overgeneralisation while AOI gave 50%; KL was 1.7 times higher and CQ 3 times higher. clusterAOI also produces twice as many informative rules (NOT-ANY), i.e. 100% compared to 50% for AOI. Similar weaknesses were highlighted in [21] . Overall, clusterAOI improves pattern understandability, intelligent interpretation and interestingness.. Table 1 . Comparing final output on non-ANY values, breast cancer dataset [19] The rest of the paper is structured as follows: related work is discussed in Section 2; Section 3 presents prerequisites and definitions; Section 4 introduces pre-clusterAOI; Section 5 presents intermediate and post-clusterAOI; Section 6 describes experimentation; and conclusions are given in Section 7. A running example of table 2 is extended as each aspect of the approach is discussed.
2
Related Work and proprieties [3] [18] . For pre-AOI, [21] removes discriminating data that may affect interestingness. Others [1] [7] analyse depths and weighted heights of concept hierarchies to determine interestingness, but only use a single fixed weight value for interior concepts which may vary between hierarchies. For intermediate-AOI, [3] uses multiple-level support thresholds per attribute and order generalised tuples according to association strength. Others [1] [11] select the next attribute generalisation path to follow but are computationally intensive. Repeating attribute values are preserved in [13] , producing many output rules. In post-AOI [6, 16] , the number of interior concepts in the output is used to evaluate interestingness using only the original global thresholds. We apply an interestingness heuristic function CQ to the top k rules of the output (Equation 7, section 5.2), as in [1, 7] 
Prerequisites and Definitions
Generalisation of each attribute stops when its optimal value (a local interestingness value,) is reached (Definition 2, section 5.1), and in the global case when a global optimal value is encountered (Theorem 1, section 5.1).
These values are derived by applying heuristic functions to attribute clusters.
Without loss of generality, interestingness [16] can be described by both distance and cluster tightness [17] depending on tuple distribution in a summary 
Pre-clusterAOI
Pre-clusterAOI aims to find each attribute's local threshold L.Thr (from G.Thr) using attribute features such as concept hierarchy and distinct values. shown in Figure 1 with interior concepts as non-leaf or root nodes. Table 2 shows 
Attribute feature significance
We adapt a query-based approach [14] to determine attribute significance from distinct values in D and concept hierarchy node values in i H [6, 16] . Attribute significance is used to compute local thresholds by a tightness function 
Intermediate and post-clusterAOI

Attribute Interestingness
Higher level concepts are more interesting than leaf nodes [6] ; in contrast, " " ANY is uninteresting [7] . This represents a bounded interestingness problem (Proposition 1). AOI [9] uses a distance-driven generalisation method and interestingness should naturally be a distance function [16] . For simplicity, all values in the space i B consisting of attribute and concept hierarchy values are referred to as concepts unless specific meanings are required.
Proposition 1. Concept value interestingness: A concept value
Example (4): Figure 1 
at the k th iteration, the local attribute interestingness of the attribute is ) ( It is easy to determine global interestingness simply by a harmonic aggregation at each iteration and finding the maximum so far. 
Example (5): From
a complement of the leaf concept mapping. This function is unreliable in determining interestingness as " " ANY has the maximum value 1 by the mapping function.
Equation 3 satisfies the following three axioms for any given universal set X:
Axiom 2: Monoticity:
For example, given two values " " " " , thus confirming that root and leaf nodes are less interesting than interior nodes. clusterOAI therefore aims to generalise values to interior concepts.
Generalisation Process
For each attribute we find and generalize clusters of values that share common parents [16] and then computing interestingness heuristics (L2.7-L2.10, Figure   2 ); see Tables 3-6 (7) Step 2 sets global interestingness, processes each attribute, merges resulting values and stores [2, 7, 8, 16] 0.0, 0.215, 1.08, 0.907,..] The complexity analysis of clusterAOI is discussed in Section 6.4.
Post-clusterAOI Interestingness
Example (8): Table 7 
compares outputs: each row represents a rule in descending order of tuple numbers. clusterAOI recalculates thresholds and gives three rules containing interior concepts while AOI overgeneralises
Diameter to " " ANY and gives two rules. clusterAOI is superior to AOI: global interestingness ( g T I , 5 th column) is 3 times and KL is 1.6 times better. In clusterAOI, ungeneralisable attribute clusters may appear as leaf concepts in the output [16] . To improve overall interestingness, generaliseLeaf() (L3.2, Figure 2 ) searches for an optimal generalisation point for any given leaf concept. Following Axiom 2, there is an interior level l (or group of interior parent concept values at this level) which is more interesting than those at levels 1  l and 1  l . For performance, we deterministically find the most "interior" level of a concept hierarchy, the 'median', and generalise the leaf to this level (Proposition 1 and Figure 1 ).
/ )
( rarchy depthOfHie generalisation steps are used for an even number of levels; one more for an odd number.
Experimental Analysis
Experiments have been performed in terms of KL measure, interestingness and runtime, with as shown in Appendix F. Experiments were run 5 times to obtain average results on an Intel (R) Pentium (R) Dual 2GHz processor with 2GB RAM. produced one overgeneralised rule. The KL measure for clusterAOI is on average 1.76 times better for thresholds 1 to 4, and 0.91 times better for thresholds 1 to 10 (Figure 3(a) ). The results indicate that clusterAOI generalises better for smaller thresholds (better distribution or divergence of output patterns) than for larger ones. clusterAOI is also 1.25 times faster (Figures 4(a) , Table 8 ). Generally, for smaller thresholds, there is more clustering, generalisation and merging. Figure 4(b) shows how clusterAOI 
Census-income dataset (50K tuples, 3 attributes)
Similarly, each attribute has a local optimal value k v before stopping at the next iteration (See Figures 5, 6, 7) .
Significance values were calculated as: age (18.87), education (9.98) and
NumWorkedFor (-1.63) meaning that age has the smallest local threshold of the three attributes and should be generalised further. Note their convergence graphs in Figures 5, 6 and 7 are similar to the clusterAOI convergence pattern in Figure 4 Table 9 shows clusterAOI is better than AOI in terms of global interestingness Figure 9 ) and 1.04 times better in terms of pattern divergence (KL in Figure 8 ) than AOI.
However, when averaging for thresholds 1 to 4 as previously, clusterAOI generates patterns that are 14 times more interesting; KL for thresholds 1 to 4 is about 1.5 times better than AOI. As data increases (unlike previously), KL (value divergence) for clusterAOI also increases. From Figure 8 , the greater the divergence, the more interesting patterns are produced i.e. clusterOAI shows larger interestingness values ( Figure 9 ). Hence, small thresholds may be used for many purposes e.g. readability, interpretability etc. clusterAOI is about twice as fast (Table 10, Figure 10 ); with lower thresholds (e.g. 1 to 4), and overall average run-time is about three times better. Note that for attribute (Figure 7) . Other positive significant values follow a nearly normal probability distribution (see Figure 6 , Education attribute) similar to clusterAOI algorithm convergence at iteration 3 (Figure 11 ). Attribute convergence obtained similar patterns to those of Sections 6.1 and 6.2. Moreover, clusterAOI also follows a nearly Table 11 ). In contrast, AOI gave 41% NOT-ANY values. Clearly clusterAOI derives more useful, meaningful and informative patterns than those obtained by AOI. These are consistent with Table 1 results. clusterAOI has better runtime than AOI because it scans the input data once and creates parent clusters during input ( Figure 2: Steps 1, 2) . Figures 4a and 10 show the differences in runtime performance. [2, 4] . Our approach is applicable to generalisation algorithms using concept hierarchies [12] . Further work will investigate heuristic optimisation to better exploit the search space. need O(n)+O(n) to store initial input and attribute child clusters (unless we only store child leaf value index positions as in [2] 
Conclusions
